
grafityp.com

makes you stick

Manual 11 - Wrapping films 

Furniture wrapping



Grafityp Automotive & Deco 
Films are extremely suited for 
renewing your existing furni-
ture.
In this manual you will find a 
couple of possibilities of how this 
work can be done.
By using the right techniques, an 
old table or door will be up-to-
date again in no time.
This manual is a paper version 
of the instruction videos that 
you can find on the Grafityp 
website grafityp.com. 

We make self adhesive products that stick, 
and will make you stick. We are Grafityp.

Deco
Films
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1. Tables with right corners.

2. Tables with rounded corners.

3. Round table tops.

4. Kitchen doors.

5. Furniture panels with relief.

6. Doorposts and doors.

CONTENT
OF THIS MANUAL



TABLES WITH RIGHT CORNERS

Clean the table with Isopropanol
Do not forget the vertical edges
Also clean the table with a surface cleaner
You also need a heatgun, knife, soft squeegee 
and a meter

POSITIONING THE FILM

APPLYING THE FILM

PREPARATION

The film has be to be 10 cm oversized
Pull away the backing paper

Rub the film from the center to the outside with 
your squeegee
Accentuate the edges with your finger tip4FU
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WRAPPING THE EDGES WITH OVERLAP

Rub one side from top to bottom
Rub the film 0.5 cm around the corner
Start cutting at the top of the edge
Rub around the corner
Start rubbing the other side now

Use the edges as a guide to cut away the 
rest of the film

Heat up the heatgun (350°C Heatgun) and 
press firmly all edges
The 3 mm overlap is required and will be 
slightly visible
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WRAPPING THE EDGES WITHOUT OVERLAP
Only to used with cast films

The film has to be at least 10 cm oversized at all edges
Pull away the backing paper
Rub the film from the center to the outside with the squeegee
Accentuate the edges with your squeegee or finger and rub the 
second largest part
And then one vertical part of the table
Later the seams will touch each other here
Mark a new line 3 mm under the first one and cut the film there
So the film is 3 mm oversized now
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Start rubbing the other side
Mark the final cutting line from top 
edge to bottom edge
Cut through BOTH films now
Pull away both pieces of excess
Rub both pieces together
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WRAPPING THE EDGES WITHOUT CUTTING THE FILM
Only advised in combination with a well bonding substrate 
like non structured PVC, metal. Only for cast films.

Warm up a large part of the film until becomes soft and 
stretchable. Be sure not to overheat the table corner.
Stretch and pull the film away in all directions of the edge. 
Stretch the film as little as possible.
Press the film firmly at the edge.
Heat up the rest of the film and apply up to the center of the 
table edge. 

IMPORTANT

Pull away the last 1.5 cm of the vinyl once again, so you 
can get the tension out of it by reheating it. (heatgun at 
250°) The film will shrink now for some mm. Allow the 
vinyl to cool down a bit, until it feels “lukewarm”, and then 
press it with a squeegee. Once the vinyl has cooled down, 
cut away the excess film and rub it firmly once again.
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TABLES WITH ROUNDED EDGES

Preparation
Positioning the film
Applying the film
Large rounded edges
Inside rounded edges
Medium rounded edges
Sharp rounded edges
The bottom side
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Clean the surface
Disassemble as much parts as possible
Also clean the edges and bottom side

POSITIONING THE FILM

APPLYING THE FILM

PREPARATION

The film has be to be 10 cm oversized
Pull away the backing paper

Place the film as flat as possible on the table
Place your soft squeegee in the middle of the 
table
Start rubbing with overlaps towards th edges
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LARGE ROUNDED EDGES

Always heat the film before manipulating it
Heatgun at 350°C
Blow away from the edge
Stretch the film over the edge
Never press on a wrinkle
Press the film firmly from the center of the edge
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INSIDE ROUNDED EDGES

Cut away the excessive film
Keep at least 10 cm overlap
Heatun at 350°C
Blow away from the edges
Push the warm film gently into the edge
Stretch the film as less as possible
Press the film away from the center
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MEDIUM ROUNDED EDGES

Heatgun at 350°C
Stretch the film gently over the edge
Do not overstrestretch the film
Press the film firmly away from the center of the edge
Once the film is at it’s place, heat it again at 250°C and
press it once firmly it has cooled down
Advise: never heat the glue side of a film
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SHARP ROUNDED EDGES

Never stretch the film fully over a sharp 90°C edge, even when it’s 
rounded
In this case, press the film towards the edge and stop rubbing when a 
wrinkle appears
Cut trough the film, starting at the wrinkle.
Working like this means that you wil have a small triangular overlap a 
the edge
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THE BOTOM SIDE

Never cut the film at the bottom edge! It will come loose
Cut the film into small triangular strokes and flip them over
Heat them, avoid wrinkles, only deform the film when it’s warm
Press firmly, heat one more time at 250°C
Finally, cut away the excessive film leaving a stroke of 3-4 cm
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MANUALS COMING SOON

Round table tops

Kitchen doors

Furniture panels with relief

Doorposts and doors

Movie manual on grafityp.com 
             ‘ downloads’
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HOW MAY
WE HELP YOU?

Headquarter - Belgium
Grafityp Selfadhesive Products 

Office 
Stationsstraat 43
3530 Houthalen, BELGIUM
Plant & logistics
Centrum-Zuid 1539
3530 Houthalen, BELGIUM

+32 11-600.850
Sales@grafityp.com

Subsidiary - UK
Grafityp U.K. Ltd

Grafitack House
103 Mariner, Tamworth - 
Staffordshire
B79 7UL UNITED KINGDOM

+44 (0)1827-300500
fax +44 (0)1827-51333
sales@grafityp.co.uk

OUR COMPLETE RANGE 
OF SOLUTIONS

Signmaking vinyls

Monomeric
Promo-series
100-series

Polymeric
200/300 series

Cast
Graficast series

Non-PVC
GEF series

Translucent
TL series

Etched glass films

Monomeric
Polymeric
Cast

Special formula
Non-PVC

Monomeric
Polymeric
Cast

Special formula
Non-PVC
Wall deco

Standard
Glossy Polymeric Wrap
Matt Polymeric Wrap
Matt Super Cast
Gloss Super Cast

Protective
Paint protection film

Decorative
Leather
Pearl
Colour wave
Metallic
 Matt
 Satin
 Brushed
Carbon
Stardust
Flock

Print media

Laminates

Wrapping films


